CX
revisited
OUR OBSESSION WITH
CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
AND THE SURPRISING
ROLE OF BRANDS

THE STATE O F
CU ST OM E R
EX PER I EN C E
The struggle to keep up with customer expectations is top of mind for
every client in every industry we serve. And while our teams are deeply
immersed in all facets of customer experience design, we decided it
was time to ask a few tough questions about what the recent pace of
change means to the future of our industry.
So we went straight to the source. We asked customers about their
expectations of brands, experiences, content and marketing. More
than 400 U.S. individuals of all ages and demographics participated.
We weren’t surprised by how connected American consumers are to
devices, each other and brands. We were surprised at the love-hate
dichotomy created by this constant state of connection and the heights
to which it has elevated customer expectations of brands.
Here’s what we learned and what it means for brands:
True “offline-only moments” are rapidly disappearing. Digital
interactions are replacing more and more human encounters.
Brands need to revisit the entire customer experience so it combines
digital with offline experiences and vice versa.
Customers devote more time and attention, across more hours
of their day, to their devices than to their jobs or their families.
Brands need to respond at near lightning-speed on all channels
and have personalized info ready.
All channels are used interchangeably and in combination by
customers (web, store, customer service, site, app, email, social).
Customers are deeply frustrated when they experience inefficiencies
and inconsistencies that don’t put them at the center of their
interactions with companies, regardless of industry. Brands have to
connect the dots so the experience is consistent across all channels.
At the heart of any good customer experience is understanding and
empathy for that customer’s point-of-view. So the good news is, while the
pace of change is accelerating every day and the expectations are rising
all around, brands can take the first step by getting to know the customer’s
journey inside and out. We hope this report is just the beginning.
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Offline is
off the table.

CUS T O M E R S P R E F E R THE
W O R L D AT T H E I R F INGE RTIP S
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Offline is off the table.

S E E K I N G H UM A N ITY TH ROU GH S C REENS

We used to “go online” as if it were a
destination—somewhere we’d travel to
and from but never stay. Those days are
gone. Everyone seems to agree, from
popular Instagram influencers to our
survey’s respondents. 57% agree that, if
their phone is powered on, they’re online.

57%

agree that, if their phone is
powered on, they’re online.

Today, because online access has come
directly to customers’ pockets and living
rooms via smartphones and connected
devices, it’s more likely that people have
to actually make an effort to “go offline.”

Credit: Instagram, @thefatjewish

Our research uncovered a surprising
perception among customers. We asked
customers how they’d feel after an hour
without their phones. We were expecting
feelings of frustration or deprivation, but
more than half told us it would create a

Q: What image featured below most accurately
reflects your mood and attitude when you are
without your phone for more than an hour?

feeling of relaxation.
25%

59%

16%
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Offline is off the table.

S E E K I N G H UM A N ITY TH ROU GH S C REENS

Yet the reality is that going offline takes
effort and is increasingly rare—almost
extinct. Data from our social listening
software plainly shows that posts
including the most popular outdoor
activity hashtags are consistently made
from areas in or near our National Parks.
Geotagged keyword mentions

These are places where people have
historically spent time relaxing and
connecting to nature without their
phones. Even when customers are hiking
and camping, they’re online and sharing
their experiences.
We’re not even offline when we sleep.
There are 3,800 results for “sleep

US National Parks

monitor” on Amazon.com, and that’s just
in the Sports and Outdoors department.

Mindstream Social Listening Software

We’re not offline when we make dinner,
either. Tasty, a popular recipe app
published by BuzzFeed, has achieved
over 500,000 downloads on the Google
Play store alone.

We’re not even offline
when we sleep.

Despite telling us they feel calm without
their phones or that it would be “easier”
to forgo their phones on the weekends,
one-third of respondents told us they
would rather go without eating or
drinking than without their mobile
devices. Television followed as the
second most popular response.

Credit: Misfit

Q: I would rather go without ____ than without
my mobile device.
29%

Eating/drinking
Television

We’re not offline when
we make dinner, either.

14%

Credit: Tasty
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Offline is off the table.

C U S TO M E R S CA N ’ T IDE N TIFY PURE
O FFL I N E I NTE RA CTION S W ITH BRANDS
As customers’ communication and habits

Regardless of why they love their favorite

grow more connected and digitally

brand, 86% of customers told us they

enabled, it’s challenging for them to

prefer to interact with that brand on a

remember offline interactions that are

computer or mobile device, while 14%

not enabled, enhanced or influenced by

said they prefer to interact with their

a digital component.

favorite brand in-person.

86%

of customers told us they prefer
to interact with that brand on a
computer or mobile device.

34% of people can’t recall the last time
they interacted with a national brand
without the use of digital support, and
another 17% said it’s been more than

Q: When is the last time you interacted with a
national brand without the use of digital support?

2 months since they did so.

Can’t recall the last time

36% of people can’t recall the last time

More than 2 months

34%
17%

they interacted with a local brand without
the use of digital support, and another
18% said it’s been more than 2 months
since they did so.
Even a simple stop at the store
is connected. In fact, 45% of our

Q: When is the last time you interacted with a local
brand without the use of digital support?
36%

Can’t recall the last time
More than 2 months

18%

respondents said they check in to store
locations on social media, alerting their
friends to their shopping whereabouts.
The other half? They said they’d check in
for the right reasons. Almost all of them
told us they would check in if they were
offered special offers or deals (74%).
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Offline is off the table.

C U S TO M E R S CA N ’ T IDE N TIFY PURE
O FFL I N E I NTE RA CTION S W ITH BRANDS
This connection works both ways. Even brands
like Warby Parker, with its online-only origins,
are establishing brick-and-mortar storefronts.
Warby Parker was founded on the very premise
that customers should be at the center of the
brand experience. They keenly recognized
that customers are stepping beyond just
traditional channels to connect with brands
and products they love. Ultimately, Warby
Parker built a digital brand that cut costs
and offered flexibility—all while maintaining
philanthropic roots with their one-for-one
glasses initiative. Their free at-home try-ons
delivered directly to doorsteps earned them
acclaim as a customer-centric brand in their
early stages. Keep in mind that this was before

Credit: Warby Parker

they even had a storefront.
Restaurant brands have historically been
founded on face-to-face interactions—an
exchange of service. Now they’re tapping
digital solutions to enhance customer
convenience at the table. Take Red Robin
and Applebee’s, who have partnered with
companies to provide ordering and payment
solutions via personal table-side tablets.
When it comes to their favorite brands,
customers clued us in to what inspires

Credit: Ziosk

their loyalty and brand love.

Q: What makes a brand your favorite?
I love their products or service
They are responsive to my inquiries 28%

78%

“Convenience: I can find anything I need on
their website at competitive pricing.”
“They are available for all my purchasing needs.”

They relate to me on many levels 27%
They seem socially responsible 20%

“They provide useful technology.”
“(They) care about their customers.”
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Offline is off the table.

W HY TH I S MATTE RS TO YOU

1

Our always-on nature hasn’t just had an impact
on how quickly our phone batteries die. It has
completely redesigned the way customers think
about digital interactions with brands. We’ve
seen the spotlight on brands moving into the
digital space. Now we’re seeing brands flipping
that transition on its head, going from digital
to brick and mortar so long as their customers
remain at the center of the experience.

2
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Human interaction with brands is now optional.
While brand values and product offerings are
still key, digital support systems are expected
for local brands just as much as they are for
national brands.
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Customer
connectivity has
no downtime.

Q UA L I T Y E N G A G E ME NT IS
M A K I N G O R B R E A KING Y O U
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Customer connectivity has no downtime.

O U R DE E P EN IN G RE LIA N CE ON DEVICES

What does a typical “day in the digital life”
look like for most American customers?
We wanted to know just how deep the
relationship goes between people and their
always-on devices. It turns out that it’s not
only around the clock—in many cases,

67%

use their mobile device
as their alarm.

it is the clock.

Q: What time do you first get online in the morning?
When I first wake up while in bed
While I’m having my morning beverage

42%
39%

Q: Why do you get online at that time?
To check email or manage other work

69%

To check what you missed on social media 54%

46%

When I start my work day 9%

Out of habit

On my commute to work 2%

Check the news

Before the kids wake up 2%

Check the weather

Other 6%

Check the calendar 15%

45%
38%

Get directions 4%
Other 4%

From morning social media check-ins to

Many others told us they get online in the

settling in at night, customers live in a hyper-

morning to check the weather forecast

connected state. In our survey, we found

or the latest headlines, and half of the

42% of people actively spend more than

customers we surveyed said they get

12 hours per day on their mobile devices.

more news through their mobile device

Curiously, only 15% consider themselves

than anywhere else.

very heavy mobile users.
Most customers are using their mobile
phones in the morning for very functional
needs. Checking email or managing work
was listed as the top reason. Interestingly,
only 9% of people wait until they are starting
their work day to get online, so it’s a clear

51%

get more news on their mobile
device than anywhere else.

indication that the office’s expectations
start long before people get to their desks.
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Customer connectivity has no downtime.

O U R DE E P EN IN G RE LIA N CE ON DEVICES

The digital day extends well into the
evening for most of the customers in our
survey. A vast majority of them told us
they log off at 10pm or later, mostly for
the sake of getting a good night’s rest.
A much smaller percentage told us they’re

70%

of customers said they

get offline after 10pm.

logging off to spend time with loved ones
or disconnect from work, and almost all
of them feel they accomplish that goal,
no matter what time they log off.

Q: Why do you log off at that time?
To get a good night’s rest

74%

Q: If you log off to spend quality time with family,
disconnect from work, or get a good night’s rest,
do you feel that you achieve this by doing so?

To spend quality time with family 10%
Yes 86%

To disconnect from work 3%

No 14%

Out of habit 12%
Other 1%

Now being online or connected allows a
person to be two places at once, when
they’re unlocking their front door for the
babysitter, while they are away traveling or
simply sitting at their desk.

Credit: CNET
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Customer connectivity has no downtime.

EX P E C TATI ON S: E LE VATE D

This state of constant connectivity has
created more opportunities for customers
to connect to one another. And it’s altered
their expectations of daily brand interaction.
Customers’ standards have clearly lifted,
and brand devotees have developed an
appetite for fully connected experiences

54%

of customers told us they

connect with favorite brands
via more than one touchpoint.

that switch gears as fast as they do.
Customers told us that once they identify a
brand they love, they often don’t stop with
just a social follow or email signup. 54% of
customers told us they connect with favorite
brands via more than one touchpoint
(social, emails, website, etc.).
What does this unrelenting usage of
social media mean? It turns out that
means customers expect that same level

Q: How quickly you expect brands to respond to
inquiries via website vs. social media?
Website: within an hour or less
Social: within an hour or less

40%
38%

Across Fashion, Political, Travel, Finance, Healthcare,
Food/Restaurant, and Retail brands

of always-on connectivity from brands.
Across 7 key verticals, we found that a
majority of customers expect a response
within an hour on social media—which
didn’t surprise us. But what did catch
our attention was the fact that a majority
expect the same timely follow-up if
they contact the brand via other digital
properties such as the brand website.
The staffing implications here are huge
if customers will only tolerate a one-hour
response window and if their online usage
goes beyond 10pm. That requires brands
to invest more heavily in customer service
staffing and move more quickly to an
automated strategy such as Messenger Bots
to relieve the pressure on human resources.
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Customer connectivity has no downtime.

EX P E C TATI ON S: E LE VATE D

While the timing of customer-brand
interactions may be changing, we found
that customers still prioritize the same
basic principles in terms of what they
want from brands.
We even asked customers to tell us what
types of experiences have changed

Q: Percentage of customers who ranked these
criteria in their top 3 levels of importance.

Ease of navigation
Great content

connectivity. Retail experiences and

Mobile responsiveness 35%

more enhanced or completely improved

60%

Security

most dramatically with increased digital
e-commerce ranked at the top for being

67%

Quality of product or service

54%
52%

Personalization 33%

with digital.

Q: What types of experiences have been
enhanced the most with the advent of digital?
Retail experiences 35%
Travel experiences 30%
Financial services 13%
Food & restaurant experiences 13%

Q: Over the last 5 years, rank the level of improvement.
69%

E-commerce buying experience

68%

Brand usage of social media
Brand customer service

55%

In-store buying experience 44%

Healthcare experiences 9%

Customers acknowledge the continual
progress being made by brands, but
they are also quick to recognize room
for improvement within touchpoints like
the in-store buying experience. With
only 44% of people saying the in-store
buying experience has improved over
the last 5 years, there’s clear room for
improvement across more than just a
brand’s digital properties.
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Customer connectivity has no downtime.

W HY TH I S MATTE RS TO YOU

1
2

#CXRevisited

The majority of mobile device users are on their
devices for over 12 hours a day, and it’s still not
enough. Customers are likely to connect with
brands via multiple touchpoints and report room
for improvement in most of them.

It’s not groundbreaking to hear that customers
expect rapid responses within an hour on
social media. But the same is now expected for
touchpoints like the brand website. Remember that
“contact us” form that goes into the abyss of your
brand for a day or two? Make sure it’s monitored.
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Brands have
big shoes to fill.

CUS T O M E R S E X P E C T A LO T FRO M
A B R A N D ’ S O V E R A LL FO O TP R INT
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Brands have big shoes to fill.

C U S TO M E R S E XP E CT A LOT FRO M
A B R A N D ’S DIG ITA L FOOTP RINT
Brands used to control their customer

Once an all-important hub for everything,

experience via mostly owned touchpoints:

it’s now flanked by so many other

stores, websites, email programs, customer

touchpoints and distribution channels.

service approach, and even their loyalty

What we found is that websites still

programs and apps; those days have

prominently feature into customers’

disappeared. Today, brands are trying to

discovery process and buying journey,

deliver a consistent customer experience

but in conjunction with other touchpoints.

across touchpoints they don’t own or
control: social media channels, voice
recognition programs like Amazon Alexa
or Google Home, native publishing
placements, and online retail partners.
The number of touchpoints that occur
within just a single brand can feel endless.
While each of these points of entry poses a
distinct opportunity for brands to connect,
we theorized that the role of the brand
website had drastically changed.

46%

A majority of customers (74%) told us they
prefer to shop in department stores (Macy’s,
Kohl’s, Nordstrom, etc.) or online retail sites
versus branded stores (Oakely, Fossil, VS
Pink, etc.), sites or apps (24%).
46% of customers said they visit a brand
website as a second or third step when
they’re considering buying a new product
or service, whereas only 17% said that’s
where they start their process.

visit a brand website as a second or
third step when they’re considering
buying a new product or service...

whereas only 17% said that’s
where they start their process.
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Brands have big shoes to fill.

C U S TO M E R S E XP E CT A LOT FRO M
A B R A N D ’S DIG ITA L FOOTP RINT
There’s no doubt customers visit brand

However, we also learned their sense of

websites for many reasons along many

trust is eroding in terms of being able

different steps of their journey. They’re

to rely on information they have found.

fairly satisfied with the experience

87% of customers told us they always

overall—regardless of whether they visit

or very often visit a brand website when

from their desk or their mobile phone.

they’ve identified a brand with a product

And the experience they have on a brand’s

or service they like. In fact, more customers

site is important to them. 66% told us it’s

said they check the site rather than follow

very important or critical.

the brand on social media or download a
branded app.

Q: People who have visited their
favorite brand’s website over
5 times in the last 12 months.

Q: People who are satisfied or
somewhat satisfied with their
website visit on a computer.

Q: People who trust completely
what brands say on their
website is truthful.

19%
47%

76%

(74% on mobile)

It gets even more interesting. When we
Q: If you had to visualize what a brand website
represents in terms of your purchasing experience,
which of these would it be more closely to?

asked customers to choose an image that
represents the brand website in their mind,
they overwhelmingly gravitated toward
a credit card swipe (72%) rather than a
corporate headquarters building (16%)

16%

or a concierge/chauffeur (12%).
72%

12%
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Brands have big shoes to fill.

C U S TO M E R S E XP E CT A LOT FRO M
A B R A N D ’S DIG ITA L FOOTP RINT

36%

The next frontier of user and customer
experience is voice UI. Customers used to
talk to people on their phones, and now they
talk to the phone itself or another connected

agree “I get frustrated when

device such as Amazon Alexa with Microsoft

people leave me a voicemail

Cortana. Respondents in our survey are

instead of texting me.”

adopting voice recognition programs slowly,
but some forecasts predict voice-enabled

79%

speaker usage will grow by nearly 130%
throughout 2017 alone (eMarketer, 2017).
85% of our survey respondents had never
interacted with a brand via virtual or

don’t use Alexa daily.

augmented reality, and when asked what

69% say the same about Siri.

they thought the benefits were to its use,
some went as far as to call it a “gimmick”
or a “marketing tactic.”
Let’s reflect on that for a moment.
Something that is making worldwide
headlines each day is still being tossed to the
side by customers. In all reality, it could very
well be the next frontier of digital marketing
itself. As marketers, we must be mindful about
putting the customer before the platform so
we can guide our decisions based on research
and insights—not major headlines.
Credit: Wired & Business Insider

“

SEEMS LIKE A
GIMMICK SO FAR

BETTER
IT’S CREEPY EXPERIENCE
A MORE CONNECTED &
MEMORABLE EXPERIENCE IT SOUNDS
NO IDEA MARKETING
NONE PROMOTION LIKE FUN

BUT
GIMMICK INTERESTING
UNNECESSARY
NOT
MARKETING SURENOTHING
NOTHING

IT IS
UNIQUE
DON’T KNOW WEIRD

I AM NOT IT’S DUMB
TACTIC
FAMILIAR WITH
THEM YET

#CXRevisited
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Brands have big shoes to fill.

ACR O S S T H E E N TIRE BRA N D FO O T PRINT,
C O NTE NT C ON N E CTS TH E DOT S
Connecting the dots across a brand’s entire
footprint means knowing everything from
how your customer learns about your brand
to how they take proactive measures to
show their brand loyalty.

Q: How would you say you typically learn
about a new brand or service?
Social media 34%
Word of mouth 34%

When customers identify brands and

Google Search 17%

services they like, the final steps they take

TV 14%

after purchasing the product or service is

Other 1%

following or liking a brand’s social media
accounts. It’s clear to us that the sale or
point of conversion is only the beginning
of the puzzle for continually driving
repeat customers.
Knowing that brands cannot control all
the touchpoints around their customers
anymore, it’s crucial that content marketing
be employed to connect the dots. In fact,
when we asked customers about how often
they’d share content they knew was an
ad, the majority of them said it would only
happen if the content came from a brand
they know and trust (over an influencer or
in exchange for an offer).
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Brands have big shoes to fill.

W HY TH I S MATTE RS TO YOU

1
2

The brand website is no longer the center of the
universe. While most people now see the brand
website simply as a transactional space, the entire
digital ecosystem needs to be addressed as
emerging technology gains further adoption.

The adoption rate of things like voice technology
and virtual reality is shockingly low among the
customers we surveyed. As we approach these
new platforms and technologies from a brand
perspective, content will need to be a critical
piece of the puzzle for increasing adoption in
these immersive platforms.
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4

Implications &
considerations
for brands.

H EL P S H A P E T H E NE X T WAVE O F
CUS T O M E R E X P E R I ENC E
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I M P L I C ATI ON S &
C O NSI DE R ATION S FOR BRA N DS

So how does a brand remain relevant

a priority to learn as much as possible about

with this constantly connected customer

why they’re drawn to the latest network or

whose expectations have scaled to such

features. Massive multinational brands like

heights? How does the disappearance of

General Electric have found their rightful spot

offline interactions with customers change

on Snapchat, but they did it after observing

the way brands view digital layers within

how users were interacting with content

all experiences? And what does the ever-

and aligning that behavior to the company’s

changing brand footprint mean when it

business goal of reaching younger customers.

comes to leveraging content marketing to

Using Snapchat’s unique, bite-sized content,

create synergy between all brand interactions?

GE showcases its brand in a way that

We believe the answers all come down to

connects with customers who might not think

one thing: Courage. The courage to think

of GE as a household name (not yet anyways).

differently. The courage to engage differently,
both internally and externally. And the
courage to adapt quickly.
Success will require a much more concerted
effort across all teams, from internal groups
to agency and media partners to vendors
and providers of data services and other
support functions.

Customer service doesn’t end
at a call center.
Careful observation of what these highly
connected and highly expectant customers
gravitate toward will help companies come
up with disruptive new products, services
and apps poised to change the landscape.
These are the “Ubers” of the world and

It will require looking at the customer in

the best innovations come from observing

context rather than just looking at disparate

where the customer really feels a pain point.

data points. And it will require being aware

That could be as simple as a taxi cab ride.

of how customers interact in the store, on the
website, across social media and everything
else in between.

It’s worth noting that paying attention
to customer needs and listening in on
pain points and feedback aren’t just the

Solve the user’s problem or

jobs of customer service agents or

become part of it.

community managers. Even Elon Musk

True innovation happens in one of two ways.
Either customers flock toward a new network

is responsive when a customer provides
a thoughtful suggestion.

or tool and brands are forced to follow, or
brands manage to solve a problem customers
didn’t know they had or offer an experience
customers didn’t know they wanted. It turns
out these two ways of true behavior change
go hand in hand and provide a roadmap for
how brands should be thinking.
As more customers embrace platforms
such as Snapchat and Instagram, make it

#CXRevisited
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W HAT A C TI ON A BLE STE P S CA N
W E TA K E A S BRA N D M A RKE TERS ?

1

SCE N A RIO 1 :

I already have customer personas
If you already have existing personas for your
customers that guide your marketing initiatives
for your website…
Then consider how these personas are being used.
In today’s rapidly changing landscape, they need
to be developed and utilized in ways that go far
beyond their mere production. More than ever,
personas are less of an academic exercise and more
of a contextually informed and dynamically revisited
piece of the puzzle for marketers. A more defined
customer journey can remove friction points and
dramatically enhance customer experience.

2

SCE N A RIO 2 :

My media plan for 2018 is already
locked and loaded
If you have a fully built media plan based on
key channels and platforms alone…
Then consider the fact that creative is 4X more
important than the media plan itself (comScore).
Take a hard look at what tools and types of testing
you’re doing to ensure that your media spend isn’t
being wasted and that the right customers are
connecting with your content.
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W HAT A C TI ON A BLE STE P S CA N
W E TA K E A S BRA N D M A RKE TERS ?

3

SCE N A RIO 3 :

The content strategy our brand has on social
commonly receives industry awards and praise
If your social content strategy is gaining media
coverage and providing positive PR moments
for your brand…
Then think about how that content strategy
translates to your website and other touchpoints
where customers interact with your brand. The
expectation held by customers is that things like
response times are upheld not just by social but
by your other web properties, too.

4

SCE N A RIO 4 :

My brand is measuring brand impact
using tools like Google Analytics
If measurement starts and ends on platforms
like Google Analytics and native social tools like
Facebook Insights…
Then consider the fact that Google Analytics data
doesn’t always align with other measurement
platforms. Understanding why this is and automating
common tasks can help your brand uncover the
insights that drive real business impact. Additional
tools that allow you to measure not just your brand
standing but also brand competition can help build
out meaningful measurements.

#CXRevisited
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W HAT A C TI ON A BLE STE P S CA N
W E TA K E A S BRA N D M A RKE TERS ?

5

SCE N A RIO 5 :

Innovation is one of our top concerns
in this changing marketplace
If you’re looking to build a brand that is constantly
innovating and staying ahead of the competition…
Then be sure you’re being guided by user research and
insights, not major headlines. Whether you’re looking
for a new way to engage your audiences socially or
building entirely new offerings, be sure to listen to your
customers first and implement second. Social listening
and primary research should be baked into any brand
looking to stand out from its competition.
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APPENDI X
I NFOR M AT I O N
R E SE A RCH FRA M E W OR K
Mindstream Interactive conducted proprietary research to better
understand the customers they create experiences for each day.
Mindstream surveyed 406 individuals across the entire U.S. to better
understand their digital media habits and, most importantly, their
pain points with brands. Supplemental in-person interviews were
conducted to affirm and reinforce findings from the survey.

R E SP ON DE N T OV E RV IEW
Under 21

6%
25%

21–30
Female
52%

Male
48%

33%

31–40

23%

41–50
Over 50

13%

A B O U T M IN DSTRE A M INT ERACT IVE
Mindstream Interactive is a customer experience agency
that helps clients identify and remove friction points from
their customer journey. Our Customer Core® Workshop
turns customer pain points into meaningful brand
moments. We do this by creating customer personas
via a unique methodology that combines analytics with
research, then collaboratively mapping each persona’s
journey with our clients. The final element is a prioritized
list of opportunities across touchpoints that will have the
most impact on the customer—and ultimately the brand.
We’re built on over 15 years of experience driving
business impact for iconic client partners such as AARP,
Bed Bath & Beyond, Bob Evans, Elmer’s, and Visit
California. Born digital and results-obsessed, our diverse
client roster spans industries and business challenges,
building customer experiences worth talking about.
To learn more about Mindstream Interactive,

To

discuss

the

Customer

Core®

Workshop and how it can help
your brand, contact:
Alison Trickett
SVP, Client Growth
atrickett@mindstreaminteractive.com
direct 614.754.2004

visit us at www.mindstreaminteractive.com.
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